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This essay discusses the political and democratic impact on 

China after the economic collapse of the US. 

 

The US is destined for an economic collapse. It has 

hollowed out its manufacturing capacity, relying on China 

to manufacture its goods. The US dollar has been the 

international reserve currency for decades, so that non 

American countries need to buy dollars to conduct their 

international trade. This has allowed the US to simply print 

dollars at almost zero cost and use those printed dollars to 

buy non American goods. This has an inflationary effect on 

the value of the dollar. Americans have benefitted 

enormously over the decades from this international reserve 

currency status, but not for much longer. The rest of the 

world is seeing their dollar reserves lose value as the US 

continues to print masses of money, and understandably 

increasingly want to rid themselves of their dollars. In other 

words, the rest of the world is now, in a growing rush, 

ceasing to use the dollar for their international trade. This 

past year, 2013, has seen a spate of bilateral trade deals 

made between non American countries to not use the dollar 



as the medium of international exchange. This has 

profound implications for the standard of living of 

Americans. Over the past half century, Americans have got 

into the bad habit of sending their manufacturing capacity 

outside the US, particularly to China with its cheap labor. 

This worked fine while the rest of the world needed dollars 

to trade in. But those days are now numbered. The rush to 

non dollar international trading has been so rapid in 2013, 

that there is a very real possibility that the value of the 

dollar may crash in 2014 or soon after. China has been 

increasing its stock of gold as fast as possible, so has 

Germany, so have even the Rothschilds. China has called 

for the “deAmericanization of the world” and has stopped 

buying US debt in the form of US Treasury bonds (which 

are really just IOUs issued by the US government, that are 

repayable with interest.) The US debt is now so high, that if 

the Fed were unable to keep the US interest rate on its 

bonds at effectively zero, the US government would not be 

able to pay even the interest on its bonds, let alone pay off 

the principal. The world is now becoming painfully 

conscious that the US will never pay them back, so are 

losing trust in the dollars they own, so are quietly selling 

their bonds and converting their dollars into other 

currencies and assets. 

Thus it is probably only a question of time (perhaps in 2014) 

that the dollar’s value in terms of other currencies will 

crash, and the US will go into a deep recession. The dollar 

will no longer be the world reserve currency, so the US will 

have to live off its own manufactures and what it can afford 

to buy from outside the US. The US debt is so high, that the 



US belt tightening will make the US depression of the 

1930s seem mild in comparison. 

The above is only the background material for the real topic 

of this essay, which is what the impact will be on CHINA, 

when the US collapses economically this decade, or in the 

next year or two. The US has been a magnet for the world’s 

brains for half a century, with its high salaries and its 

migrant nation mentality. These talented scientists and 

intellectuals have followed the money and the opportunities 

and chose the US as their adopted home. But, when the US 

economy and the dollar crashes, they will turn their sights 

to the country possessing the new world reserve and 

international trade currency, and since China will very soon 

have the worlds largest economy and already has the 

world’s largest economic growth rate, they will come in 

ever increasing numbers to China.  

But, they will be shocked by the massive inferiorities of 

Chinese culture when they arrive. They will learn first hand 

how backward China is, socially, culturally, intellectually, 

and particularly politically. For native English speakers, 

China is three centuries behind, in terms of freedom of 

speech. In China today, if you stand on a street corner and 

harangue the Chinese government, you will be 

“disappeared,” i.e. sent without trial to a laogai (recently 

relabeled) slave labor camp for political prisoners. If you 

are an influential haranguer, you will probably be killed. 

China is intellectually sterile. Its lack of freedom of speech 

means there are no world class Chinese intellectuals 

dreaming up ideas that are leading the world, none. China 



has won zero science Nobel prizes, so its Nobel track 

record could not be worse. It is a deeply conservative 

culture which inhibits creative thought, as shown by the 

fact that the Chinese still use an archaic, intellectually 

stupid writing system that requires the memorization of 

thousands of squiggles and nine years of schooling to be 

able to write their clumsy script, compared to every other 

country in the world which uses an alphabet that can be 

learned in weeks at kindergarten, a hugely superior and 

more intelligent writing system that the whole world has 

adopted, except ultra-conservative China. 

Quickly, this mass of recently impoverished western 

intellectual migrants turning up in China will seem to the 

Chinese to be like a tsunami, a “western tsunami.” These 

western intellectuals (sages) will bring their western 

attitudes with them which will clash violently with the 

ideologies of the Chinese government, which is still in the 

primitive, one-party, dictatorial stage of political 

development. These western sages will brow beat their 

Chinese colleagues and put enormous moral and 

intellectual pressure on them to update and modernize their 

thinking. This pressure will be overpowering, since 

ultimately we are all slaves consciously or unconsciously to 

ideas – they rule us. As the numbers of talented westerners 

mounts in China, the Chinese government may consider 

throwing them out, since they are such an ideological threat 

to its continued survival, but the creative brilliance of these 

western sages will be such that China would pay too heavy 

an intellectual and economic price by removing them.  



So the weakening power of the Chinese government will be 

further weakened by the western ideological onslaught. 

China’s rising middle class, its growing mass tourism, the 

mass rise of proxy server use to circumvent the Chinese 

internet firewall, etc will combine with the intellectual 

leadership of the westerners to bring down the Chinese 

government. The western sages will openly and collectively 

sneer at the massive inferiorities of the Chinese government 

and appeal to the Chinese masses to modernize and 

democratize. I’m predicting that within 5-10 years, the 

communist Chinese government will fall. It will either 

reform itself into a democratic party and compete in 

Chinese elections, or it will be pushed out of power by an 

increasingly western influenced Chinese middle class. The 

second option is probably more likely given that the 

Chinese Communist Party (CCP) is one of the most 

criminal of organizations in history with the 80 million 

Chinese that were killed under the dictatorial rule of Mao, 

whose face is still on China’s money. The rising opposition 

political parties will claim that the CCP is unfit to govern 

since it is a deeply criminal organization, having killed so 

many of its own citizens. 

Once the CCP falls and China becomes a democracy, it is 

likely that the Chinese will live through a decade of deep 

depression and pain as they suffer a profound inferiority 

complex when they finally learn how backward they are 

compared to the advanced western countries. The Chinese 

people will have free access to the world internet, and able 

to travel freely, to receive satellite images from the planet, 

making them painfully conscious of their massive 



inferiorities. Today’s China is not years behind the west, 

but centuries behind.  

But, China has 1.3 billion people, with an average IQ of 

105 which is 5 points superior to Europe’s and America’s. 

Its average creativity (“openness to experience”) scores are 

comparable to the west and to India, so once the Chinese 

people are free to express themselves, it is likely they will  

experience an explosion of creativity and  growing self 

confidence as they become  the America  of the 21st century. 

The RMB will probably become the world’s reserve 

currency, so the Chinese will be able to print RMB and 

have America manufacture China’s goods due to America’s 

cheap, economically depressed, labor force. 

To Chinese intellectual leaders reading this essay, one word 

of advice - be very suspicious of the influx of America’s 

Ashkenazi Jews into China. These people are the smartest 

in the world. Their average IQ in the US is a whopping 115, 

and they have won nearly half of the science Nobel prizes 

despite the fact that there are only about 15 million of them 

in the world. Early in the 20th century, they set up a “central 

bank” in the US, which in reality was a Jewish club of 

international bankers, dominated by the Rothschilds who 

are richer than Bill Gates by a factor of 10,000 times. This 

central bank was a Jewish banking cartel, whose primary 

interest was not in enrichening the American people, but in 

creating massive debt amongst them, since debt equals 

money to bankers. In the 1920s the Ashkenazi Jews took 

over Germany, until Hitler threw them out. They bribed the 

British government to give them Palestine in exchange for 



brainwashing the American public to enter WW1. They 

bribed Churchill and Roosevelt to start WW2. Their 

banking system of printing money and then charging 

interest on it by “lending” it to national governments has 

plunged most countries into massive debt. These Ashkenazi 

“bankster” Jews took over Germany in the 1920s and have 

recently taken over the US, taking  control of Hollywood, 

the media, the news outlets, publishing houses, finance, 

banking and formed the most powerful political lobby in 

the US such that no US politician dare oppose Jewish 

interests. America is no longer a democracy but a 

zionocracy.  

China needs to be very careful in not allowing these Jewish 

banksters to do the same to China as they did to Germany 

and the US. No talented Jew should be allowed to occupy 

positions of real economic, banking or political power in 

China. The superior intelligence of Ashkenazi Jews is a two 

edged sword. It can be used to benefit humanity, e.g. the 

“saintly Jews” who win Nobel prizes, but it can also be 

used to abuse people, e.g. the massive exploitation of 

billions of people by the Jewish banksters (the “ME Jews” 

(Massively Exploitative, Massively Evil)). Thus Jewish 

genii need to be treated as a real potential threat to China 

and be kept at a distance.  

Jewish leaders have made themselves hated for centuries. 

In Europe over the past 1000 years, Jews have been thrown 

out of cities, regions, dukedoms, countries over 100 times, 

independently, showing that Jewish “antigoyism” is strong 

and is universally detested. Antisemitism is a response to 



Jewish antigoyism. Even the Jews’ Talmud (giving 

religious advice, written around 600AD) is full of vitriolic 

hatred against the goy). At a deep level, the Jews hate 

everyone and distrust everyone, and then abuse those that 

they hate. For example, they slaughtered 30 million white 

(Christian) Russians in the civil war in Russia after they set 

up a Jewish Communist state in 1917. Soon after the 

“Russian Revolution” (actually a Jewish putsch) 80% of the 

commissars were Jewish. More recently, Jews have set up 

laws in Europe and Canada so that it is illegal to criticize 

them, thus stifling intellectual freedom and criticism of 

their many and severe faults.  

China needs to be conscious of these facts and ensure that 

the same mistakes are not made in the “New China.” 

China’s new leaders will need to create a “Jewish policy” 

so that superior Ashkenazi Jewish intelligence cannot abuse 

New China. Quotas on migrant “Chinese” Jewish genii 

who want to go into banking, politics, etc will need to be 

imposed to protect the Chinese people so that they will not 

fall victim to massive Jewish abuse as happened to 

Germany and the US. 

 


